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The imposing staircase makes for a unique aisle for every bride. 

The ocean is the perfect backdrop for an indoor or outdoor wedding. 

Sunshine or showers, nothing will spoil the day!
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Why Knot... The Ceremony



Why Knot... The Reception
From 20 guests to 150, Lone Star allows you to make your special day your own. 

The food, service and ambience, reflect the discreet and understated atmosphere 

so fiercely valued! With the restaurant sitting directly on the beach, it is unique in its 

position on the island.  

It's a perfect setting for capturing those cherished moments and is the gem of the 

Caribbean for any photographer.
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Lone Star is an ideal location for a pre-wedding escape.  Whether you slip-off 

for a few days of pampering before the big day or gather your closest friends 

to celebrate, the individually designed bedrooms combined with  the Beach 

House define absolute luxury! 

At the heart of Lone Star's esteemed reputation, is the restaurant. Situated on 

the beach, by the water's edge, Lone Star is a favourite with the discerning, 

famous and discreet. Far from being intimidating, the informal menu and 

exciting wine list are just part of the service. So whether its breakfast, lunch or 

dinner, each meal is an experience!

Why Knot... The Escape



The refined simplicity, luxurious linen, exemplary service, spa treatments in 

your room, cocktails as the sun sets; Lonestar is the ideal place to start your 

new life together. 

Breakfast in bed as the sun rises or served on your terrace overlooking the 

ocean, Wherever you get married and indeed whenever, Lone Star is the 

perfect place to choose for a mini -moon or honeymoon.

Why Knot... The Honeymoon
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Chilled champagne, cocktails, or your favourite tipple are all served in The Star 

Bar.

As the sun sets, before dinner or for a night-cap, end the evening with the 

Lone Star Dreamcatcher cocktail.

Available for exclusive hire, perch under the pagoda watching the waves. In 

addition to the main restaurant bar this area can accommodate up to thirty 

guests at one time.

And for pre-wedding escapes, book a personal cocktail masterclass and sip 

and see!

Why Knot... The Star Bar
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Why Knot... Contact us
Lone Star

Boutique Hotel & Restaurant

MOUNT STANDFAST
BARBADOS

For direct enquiries: +1 (246) 629 0599

For UK wedding enquiries: 0800 7076733

E: info@thelonestarhotel.com 

https://www.facebook.com/thelonestarbarbados/
https://twitter.com/lonestarbdos



